Dave Lieber teaches how to tell your business stories most effectively to increase
profits, performance, communication skills and employee retention. Dave is a
high-content speaker, motivational in tone and style.
Most businesses struggle to get their story out. They preach to the choir through
journals and industry publications but lack specific tools and understanding about
how to get the message out to the world.
The hottest trend in business today is emphasizing the power of your perfectlytold stories. How do you find them? How do you tell them? How do you get
audiences to care?
Facts and bullet points are not enough. Stories must be compelling, unforgettable,
funny and smart. Stories bring out yearned-for passion and emotion. They offer
attraction and engagement. Stories show why you're special.
If you're looking for a change in communications behavior, Dave is your guy. He
offers detailed customization with information, techniques, and strategies unique
to your industry's goals and challenges. He'll demonstrate practical business
applications. His tactics can be applied immediately.
Dave shares a simple storytelling formula that works in every kind of message.
Audiences implement his methods immediately with measurable results.
Dave Lieber, a certified professional speaker, is one of America's top storytelling
experts. Local, national and international groups bring him in to educate,
enlighten and entertain.
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Testimonials
“Your presentation was one of the best I have ever heard. Anywhere. You are
incredibly talented, Dave.”
- conference attendee.

“Wow!! You won our audience over! That was one funny presentation, and I
have used your storytelling technique with others since we have returned. We
received many compliments about your talk. Thanks so much for closing our show
with a bang . I hope your dog starts to like you.”
- Executive Director, International Parking Institute.
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